
UW tickler obtained in an FOIa lawsuit by hark Allen to 

ght, enclosed, has paperclips copied on it because of the 

> the copy from which I've made this copy. The papefclips 

to in langu cial purposes some months 

now unpublished fact of ¢ 8 preparation of dossiers 

is the last item on on third page. On the next puge 

what elso was not known earlier and also is unpublished, 

eport was out the FUT prepared additional dossiers on the staff. 

SBIMG “mee uibied Liaison Ath the Warren Comission I enclose what 

to stitute for what I was unable to find risht eway, 62- 

rar, wheat you found in the FSTHQG Warren file, did have 

id not recall, 913/64, 

in seurching for the Hoover memo I recall about an earlier lunch with Warren 

resulted in the Ful's bugying and wiretapping of Marina Oswald, I found that 
ali of the baring Osw2ld “gubject" files prior to this year are not where they 

belong, 1 do not know whether they are in an accunulation of unfiled records that I 
am nmol now to refile, whether others using the files misplaced they 

tolen. However, I found a related and slightly ear lier 

same main file, of 2/24/04. You may recall that 1 told 

end of that month and was discontinued the next month, 

: & you will see that the idea for electronic surveillance 

i he FBI, In the end they did staxe “arina's home out, and 

that ‘Pile, from Dallas, and they bugged the house before she moved it, eae 

hrac Tor authorization, and they tapped her phone, with the a eae for permission 

Soboy Reunedy From Hoover saying that Warren had requested it, ! hawe fhuse £1/ 4“, td. 

or whe heise 

does not serve your purposes let me know and I'll unértake to search 

Volume 4 the 109090 file to see if the records I recull are in it. 

3 
Good luck with your article. I'll go over the records you ara sending as 

soon as i can after getting them. 

Rerold Weisber arg 

to doover's coddial relations with 
on that file.


